So, you’re joining a Mola-Mola Spotting Trip with AMD-B –
I hope you have a great day!
Please read and take note of the following, then sign at the bottom.

Briefing
Before each dive your guide will give you a briefing during which s/he will mention “maximum depth”. Following PADI
Guidelines, your first dive will be the deepest and subsequent dives will become successively shallower.
No dive will exceed 40metres.
Please do not exceed the ‘maximum depth’ stated in each briefing. AquaMarine dive staff have been instructed that if
any diver exceeds the ‘maximum depth’ given in a briefing, they may not join any further dives on that day.
This is for safety reasons. I am sure that you appreciate the fact that we care about your safety!

Air Consumption
Mola-Mola are generally (not always!) found at deeper depths, so you may be diving deeper than you are used to.
Please consider the effects of nitrogen narcosis and take extra care, thank you.
In addition, because you may be diving deeper than usual, you will use more air.
Therefore you as a diver have a responsibility to not only check your own air more frequently, but also your buddy’s air
You are required to clearly signal to your guide when you have half a tank (100bar) of air left. It is your responsibility
to ensure that your guide understands that you have half a tank of air remaining.

Distances
Please do not

go ahead of your dive guide.
dive deeper than your dive guide.
ascend or descend without your guide.

Please do

stay closer than usual to your buddy
stay close to your dive guide
stay close to the reef (without kicking it!) to avoid stronger areas of currents

Finally: please approach the MM slowly and maintain a respectful distance from them:
You then have more chance they stay around for you to enjoy seeing them!

Name/Signature…………………………………………………

Date………………………………

Please note this covers all days of MM diving with AMD-B

